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                \begin{document}$$\text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} $$\end{document}$) is a rare standard model (SM) process, with a predicted cross section of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma (\hbox {pp} \rightarrow \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} ) = 12.0^{+2.2}_{-2.5}\,\text {fb} $$\end{document}$ in proton--proton ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\,\text {TeV}$$\end{document}$, as calculated at next-to-leading-order (NLO) accuracy for both quantum chromodynamics and electroweak interactions \[[@CR1]\]. Representative leading-order (LO) Feynman diagrams for SM production of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} $$\end{document}$ are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Typical Feynman diagrams for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} $$\end{document}$ production at leading order in the SM
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                \begin{document}$$\text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} $$\end{document}$ cross section can be used to constrain the magnitude and CP properties of the Yukawa coupling of the top quark to the Higgs boson \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. Moreover, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} $$\end{document}$ production can be significantly enhanced by beyond-the-SM (BSM) particles and interactions. New particles coupled to the top quark, such as heavy scalar and pseudoscalar bosons predicted in Type-II two-Higgs-doublet models (2HDM) \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\] and by simplified models of dark matter (DM) \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\], can contribute to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma (\hbox {pp} \rightarrow \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} $$\end{document}$) when their masses are larger than twice the mass of the top quark, with diagrams similar to Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} (right). Additionally, less massive particles can enhance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma (\hbox {pp} \rightarrow \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} $$\end{document}$) via off-shell contributions \[[@CR9]\]. In the model-independent framework of SM effective field theory, four-fermion couplings \[[@CR10]\], as well as a modifier to the Higgs boson propagator \[[@CR11]\], can be constrained through a measurement of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\,\text {TeV}$$\end{document}$, such as gluino pair production in the framework of supersymmetry \[[@CR12]--[@CR21]\], are more effectively probed through studies of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} $$\end{document}$ production in boosted events or by requiring very large imbalances in momentum.

Each top quark primarily decays to a bottom quark and a W boson, and each W boson decays to either leptons or quarks. As a result, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} $$\end{document}$ final state contains jets mainly from the hadronization of light (u, d, s, c) quarks (light-flavor jets) and b  quarks (b  jets), and can also contain isolated charged leptons and missing transverse momentum arising from emitted neutrinos. Final states with either two same-sign leptons or at least three leptons, considering $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau $$\end{document}$ leptons, correspond to a combined branching fraction of approximately 12% \[[@CR22]\]. The relatively low levels of background make these channels the most sensitive to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {pp} $$\end{document}$ collisions were performed by the ATLAS \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\] and CMS \[[@CR23], [@CR26], [@CR27]\] Collaborations. The most sensitive results, based on an integrated luminosity of approximately $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$28.5^{+12}_{-11}\,\text {fb} $$\end{document}$ with an observed (expected) significance of 2.8 (1.0) standard deviations by ATLAS \[[@CR25]\], and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$13^{+11}_{-9}\,\text {fb} $$\end{document}$ with an observed (expected) significance of 1.4 (1.1) standard deviations by CMS \[[@CR23]\], both consistent with the SM prediction.

The analysis described in this paper improves upon the CMS search presented in Ref. \[[@CR27]\], and supersedes the results, by taking advantage of upgrades to the CMS detector and by optimizing the definitions of the signal regions for the integrated luminosity of 137$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Background and signal simulation {#Sec2}
================================

Monte Carlo (MC) simulated samples at NLO are used to evaluate the signal acceptance for the SM $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tan \beta $$\end{document}$ represents the ratio of vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets, these cross sections reproduce those of Ref. \[[@CR6]\], which were also used in the previous CMS result \[[@CR27]\]. In the context of simplified models of dark matter, these samples are scaled to LO cross sections obtained with the model used in Ref. \[[@CR35]\], which includes kinematically accessible decays of the mediator into a pair of top quarks. The processes are simulated in the narrow-width approximation, suitable for the parameter space studied here, in which the width of the mediator is 5% of its mass or less. Samples and cross sections used for constraining the modified Higgs boson propagator are generated using [MadGraph]{.smallcaps} 5_a[mc\@nlo]{.smallcaps} at LO, matching the prescription of Ref. \[[@CR11]\]. Cross sections used for SM $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The NNPDF3.0LO (NNPDF3.0NLO) \[[@CR36]\] parton distribution functions (PDFs) are used to generate all LO (NLO) 2016 samples, while NNPDF3.1 next-to-next-to-leading order \[[@CR37]\] is used for 2017 and 2018 samples. Parton showering and hadronization, as well as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {W} ^{\pm }\hbox {W} ^{\pm }$$\end{document}$ production from double-parton scattering, are modeled by the [pythia]{.smallcaps}  8.205 \[[@CR38]\] program for 2016 samples and [pythia]{.smallcaps}  8.230 \[[@CR39]\] for 2017 and 2018 samples, while the MLM \[[@CR40]\] and FxFx \[[@CR41]\] prescriptions are employed in matching additional partons from the matrix element calculations to those from parton showers for the LO and NLO samples, respectively. The underlying event modeling uses the CUETP8M1 tune \[[@CR42], [@CR43]\] for 2016, and CP5 \[[@CR44]\] for 2017 and 2018 data sets, respectively. The top quark mass in the Monte Carlo programs is set to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The CMS detector and event reconstruction {#Sec3}
=========================================

The central feature of the CMS detector is a superconducting solenoid of 6$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Events of interest are selected using a two-tiered trigger system \[[@CR47]\]. The first level, composed of custom hardware processors, uses information from the calorimeters and muon detectors to select events at a rate of around 100$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The reconstructed vertex with the largest value of summed physics-object squared-transverse-momentum is taken to be the primary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The particle-flow algorithm \[[@CR50]\] aims to reconstruct and identify each individual particle in an event, with an optimized combination of information from the various elements of the CMS detector. The energy of photons is directly obtained from the ECAL measurement. The energy of electrons is determined from a combination of the electron momentum at the primary interaction vertex as determined by the tracker, the energy of the corresponding ECAL cluster, and the energy sum of all bremsstrahlung photons spatially compatible with the electron track \[[@CR51]\]. The momentum of muons is obtained from the curvature of the corresponding track, combining information from the silicon tracker and the muon system \[[@CR52]\]. The energy of charged hadrons is determined from a combination of their momentum measured in the tracker and the matching ECAL and HCAL energy deposits, corrected for the response function of the calorimeters to hadronic showers. The energy of neutral hadrons is obtained from the corresponding corrected ECAL and HCAL energies.

Hadronic jets are clustered from neutral PF candidates and charged PF candidates associated with the primary vertex, using the anti-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$+jet, and leptonically decaying Z+jet events \[[@CR54], [@CR55]\]. Additional selection criteria are applied to each jet to remove jets potentially affected by instrumental effects or reconstruction failures \[[@CR56]\]. Jets originating from b  quarks are identified as b-tagged jets using a deep neural network algorithm, DeepCSV \[[@CR57]\], with a working point chosen such that the efficiency to identify a b  jet is 55--70% for a jet $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Event selection and search strategy {#Sec4}
===================================

The identification, isolation, and impact parameter requirement with respect to the primary vertex, imposed on electrons and muons are the same as those of Ref. \[[@CR27]\] when analyzing the 2016 data set, while for the 2017 and 2018 data sets the identification of electrons and the isolation of both electrons and muons are modified to take into account the increased pileup. For electrons, identification is based on a multivariate discriminant using shower shape and track quality variables, while muon identification is based on the quality of the geometrical matching between measurements in the tracker and the muon system. The isolation requirement, introduced in Ref. \[[@CR59]\], is designed to distinguish the charged leptons produced in W and Z decays ("prompt leptons") from the leptons produced in hadron decays or in conversions of photons in jets, as well as hadrons misidentified as leptons (collectively defined as "nonprompt leptons"). The requirements to minimize charge misassignment are the same as in Ref. \[[@CR27]\]: muon tracks are required to have a small uncertainty in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the purpose of counting leptons and jets, the following requirements are applied: the number of leptons ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Events were recorded using either a dilepton$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We define a baseline selection that requires $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The nonprompt lepton backgrounds are estimated using the "tight-to-loose" ratio method \[[@CR59]\]. The tight identification (for electrons) and isolation (for both electrons and muons) requirements of the SRs are relaxed to define a loose lepton selection, enriched in nonprompt leptons. The efficiency, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The background resulting from charge-misidentified leptons is estimated using the charge-misidentification probability measured in simulation as a function of electron $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Uncertainties {#Sec6}
=============

Several sources of experimental and theoretical uncertainty related to signal and background processes are considered in this analysis. They are summarized, along with their estimated correlation treatment across the 2016, 2017, and 2018 data sets, in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Most sources of uncertainties affect simulated samples, while the backgrounds obtained using control samples in data (charge-misidentified and nonprompt leptons) have individual uncertainties described at the end of this section.

The uncertainties in the integrated luminosity are 2.5, 2.3, and 2.5% for the 2016, 2017, and 2018 data collection periods, respectively \[[@CR62]--[@CR64]\]. Simulated events are reweighted to match the distribution of the number of pileup collisions per event in data. This distribution is derived from the instantaneous luminosity and the inelastic cross section \[[@CR65]\], and uncertainties in the latter are propagated to the final yields, resulting in yield variations of at most 5%.Table 2Summary of the sources of uncertainty, their values, and their impact, defined as the relative change of the measurement of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The efficiency of the trigger requirements is measured in an independent data sample selected using single-lepton triggers, with an uncertainty of 2%. The lepton reconstruction and identification efficiency is measured using a data sample enriched in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As discussed in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, we correct the distribution of the number of additional jets in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For background processes, uncertainties in the normalization (number of events passing the baseline selection) and shape (distribution of events across SRs) are considered, while for signal processes, the normalization is unconstrained, and instead, we consider the uncertainty in the acceptance (fraction of events passing the baseline selection) and shape. For each of the Rare, X$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The shape uncertainty resulting from variations of the renormalization and factorization scales in the event generators is smaller than 15% for backgrounds, and 10% for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The charge-misidentified and nonprompt-lepton backgrounds are assigned an uncertainty of 20 and 30%, respectively, where the latter is increased to 60% for nonprompt electrons with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experimental uncertainties in normalization and shape are treated as fully correlated among the SRs for all signal and background processes. Two choices of correlation across years (uncorrelated or fully correlated) were tested for each experimental uncertainty, and their impact on the measurement of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma (\text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} )$$\end{document}$ was found to be smaller than 1%. For simplicity, these uncertainties are then treated as uncorrelated. Systematic uncertainties in the background estimates based on control samples in data and theoretical uncertainties in the normalization of each background process are treated as uncorrelated between processes but fully correlated among the SRs and across the 3 years. Scale and PDF uncertainties, as well as uncertainties in the number of additional b  quarks, are correlated between processes, signal regions, and years. Statistical uncertainties due to the finite number of simulated events or control region events are considered uncorrelated.

Results {#Sec7}
=======

Distributions of the main kinematic variables ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{\mathrm {T}} ^\text {miss}$$\end{document}$ (lower right) in the summed SRs (1--14), before fitting to data, where the last bins include the overflows. The hatched areas represent the total uncertainties in the SM signal and background\\,predictions. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} $$\end{document}$ signal assumes the SM cross section from Ref. \[[@CR1]\]. The lower panels show the ratios of the observed event yield to the total prediction of signal plus background

A binned likelihood is constructed using the yields from the signal regions, the CRZ, as well as the CRW for the cut-based analysis only, incorporating the experimental and theoretical uncertainties described in Sect. [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} as "nuisance" parameters. The measured cross section for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} \text {t} {}{\overline{\text {t}}} $$\end{document}$ process with the SM cross section and uncertainty \[[@CR1]\], as the null hypothesis, the fit provides cross section upper limits on BSM processes with new scalar and pseudoscalar particles, as discussed in Sect. [8](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}.

The values and uncertainties of most nuisance parameters are unchanged by the fit, but the ones significantly affected include those corresponding to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1.3\pm 0.2$$\end{document}$ by the fit, in agreement with the ATLAS and CMS measurements of these processes \[[@CR71]--[@CR73]\]. The predicted yields after the maximum-likelihood fit (post-fit) are compared to data in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} for the cut-based (upper) and BDT (lower) analyses, where the fitted $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$20.8^{+11.2}_{-6.9}\,\text {fb} $$\end{document}$ of Ref. \[[@CR27]\]. The BDT and cut-based observed results were found to be statistically compatible by using correlated toy pseudo-data sets. We consider the BDT analysis as the primary result of this paper, as it provides a higher expected measurement precision, and use the results from it for further interpretations in the following section.Fig. 4Observed yields in the control and signal regions for the cut-based (upper) and BDT (lower) analyses, compared to the post-fit predictions for signal and background processes. The hatched areas represent the total post-fit uncertainties in the signal and background predictions. The lower panels show the ratios of the observed event yield to the total prediction of signal plus background Table 3The post-fit predicted background, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Interpretations {#Sec8}
===============
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Summary {#Sec9}
=======
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